
Kamena  
Shower gel & bath bombs



SWOT ANALYSIS 



Strength 

1. Helps to soften the skin 

2. Relaxing scent gives an aura of peace and tranquility 

3. Lavender as an ingredient is a great cleanser and de-toxifier for skin 

4. Sturdy, attractive packaging with flip cap- easy to use and hygienic 

5. Good distribution and brand visibility

Weaknesses 

1. Scent from the shower gel does not linger after bath 

2. The gel is quite runny , which may lead to squeezing out 
more than required gel at every use 

3. A little premium to penetrate in the rural market



Opportunities 

1. Increase number of variants i.e more along with 
Relax and Vitality 

2. Increasing awareness to consumers about the ease 
of use of a shower gel over a normal soap

Threats 

1. Hard to make consumers switch from conventional sops to 
alternatives like a shower gel 

2. Lots of other international and domestic alternatives 
available for shower gel



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

Below are the top 3 Kamena Shower Gel competitors:



TARGET MARKET ANALYSIS 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
Age: target all ages  
Gender: females & males 
Social class: upper middle & 
middle

PSYCHOGRAPHIC 
By using Kamena’s body wash, 
the consumer will think that 
he/she is feeling refreshed & 
left with Smooth, clean skin.

BEHAVIORAL  
The primary benefit of the product is providing the hygienic 
refreshment, so people who lived in the urban areas and 
inhale the pollution of the environment can take the 
benefit form it by it fragrance.



Kamena Shower Gel STP

Segment Personal Care Products – Shower Gel for families

Target 
Group Urban and Semi Urban Areas, middle class families

Positioning
Shower Gel available in 2 variants made with pure 
essential oils that gives soft skin and a relaxing sense 
for a unique bathing experience



MARKETING OBJECTIVES 

The Marketing Objectives of Kamena are:  
- To increase sales by 40% in upcoming 1 year.  
- Providing a boost to its brand image.  
- Price is the exchange value of a product or service, always 
expressed in terms of money.



MARKETING MIX 

Product 
Offering many scents and variety of packaging  

Price  
Kamena Soap Bar: 6.99 EGP per pack  
Kamena Body Wash: ranges from 30 EGP to 60 EGP based on the 
packaging 

Place 
Available on online stores ( Jumia, soup, etc..) 
Pharmacies, supermarkets, etc…



ANALYSIS OF PROMOTIONAL 
PROGRAM SITUATION 

Budget 

Kamena has a great budget but now 
almost a quarter of their budget is 

spent on digital ad’s & their new 
campaign 

Promotional mix 

The promotional strategy in the 
marketing mix of Kamena is aspirational 

for families. Its Campaign focuses on the 
perfect smell & skin.

Share of voice 

The Company that has low exposure, 
hence they have a low share of voice

The strategies  

They are known in the lower middle 
class, not all classes notice the brand



Kamena is going to set a higher budget than before but on the other hand the 
products will meet the customer’s expectations 

The price of Body Washes in the Egyptian market ranges from 50 EGP to 110

THE BUDGET DETERMINATION  



IMC strategy

Advertising 

Public relation activities 

Merchandising, packaging and collateral



Advertising 

In order to execute the teaser all the important 
advertising mediums would be included like television, 
radio, internet, newspaper. Emphasis would be laid on 

hoardings, television and newspaper. The final 
advertisement would be aired on television during 

morning shows, late night shows and during the evening 
hours. In the similar manner the hoarding should depict 

that doctors are recommending Kamena body wash to 
different individuals. Although, this might be a shift of 

strategy but a change is necessary to achieve the 
objectives. The same campaign would be utilised in 

different manners through all the advertising mediums.



Public relation activities 

Different doctors, artists, sports personalities should be invited in 
a corporate gathering along with different corporate members and 
then they should be informed about the new idea of Kamena. In this 
event launching a new category can also be a beneficial strategy.



Merchandising and Packaging 

Different merchandising campaigns should be started in top notch stores 
of Egypt. This would attract the consumers more and more towards the 
brand and this would easily depict that what exactly is going on. In the 

similar manner it can also be said that the packaging of the brand should 
also be on coherence with the new marketing campaign.



Thank you!


